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Abstract
This project was performed in order to determine if numerical simulations can be used to predict the
spreading of a water jet that exits the discharge surface spillways of Baihetan hydropower station. If the
spreading ranges can be predicted correctly using numerical simulations, the pressure distribution in the
plunge pool downstream the dam can be determined. By being able to determine the pressure
distribution, the spillways’ design can then be modified in order to optimize the pressure distribution and
thereby minimize the damage on the plunge pool’s river bed. If the spreading ranges can be predicted
correctly using numerical simulations it means that numerical simulations can be used as a tool to design
future hydropower stations’ discharge surface spillways as a substitute to scale models which are
commonly used to optimize the spillway design today.
A simulation model of Baihetan Hydropower station’s discharge surface spillways was constructed. The
model was constructed as two separate parts using the pre-processing software Gambit and then
imported to the computational fluid dynamics software Fluent for numerical simulation of the water flow.
The numerical simulations were performed with a transient flow, the k-ε turbulence model and the
Volume of Fluid multiphase model. The models were simulated with a water level in the dam
corresponding to when a massive flood has occurred which happens approximately once every hundred
years. The results from the numerical simulation were then analyzed with the post-processing software
Tecplot 360. Results in form of water spreading ranges when the jet stream hits the plunge pool were
obtained from the numerical simulation and compared to data from an earlier performed experimental
study where a scale model was used. The water spreading ranges were measured using a water volume
fraction of 0-5 percent. The comparison was done to be able to determine if the results from the numerical
simulations were accurate enough so that numerical simulations could be used as a substitute to
expensive scale models when designing hydropower stations’ discharge surface spillways. A sensitivity
analysis was performed where different mesh sizes were used and the Fluent setting double precision
mode.
The numerical results were acceptable when checking for convergence, meaning that the equations
involved in the simulations were solved properly. The relative difference in water spreading range in the
direction of the flow for the Medium mesh size was below 20 percent and thereby considered acceptable
while the relative difference in water spreading range perpendicular to the flow was 60 percent for the
Medium mesh size and thereby far from acceptable. Possible reasons for these deviations from the
experimental results are the approximated uniform velocity profile at the inlet of the spillway and the
used k-ε turbulence model. Considering the results obtained in this project, without more detailed study,
the numerical simulations using k-ε turbulence model are not advised as a substitute for the experimental
methods to determine water flow out of the discharge spill ways of hydropower plants. With more
information about the conditions at the inlet and the use of a different turbulence model more accurate
results may be obtained.
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Terminology
Plunge pool – Basin constructed downstream a dam where the water falls down.
Water jet spreading range – Length and width of the water stream when it hits the plunge pool.
Volume of Fluid (VOF) – A multiphase model used for simulating a mixed flow of different fluids.
k-ε model – A turbulence model used for simulating turbulent flow.
k-ε realizable model – A turbulence model used for simulating turbulent flow.
Reynold stress model (RSM) – A turbulence model used for simulating turbulent flow.
Spillway – One part of the constructed simulation model of the Baihetan discharge surface spillway which
represents the spillway structure. In the part both the inlet and the outlet of the spillway are represented.
Downstream area – One part of the constructed simulation model of the Baihetan discharge surface
spillway located downstream the dam. In the part both the outlet of the spillway and the plunge pool are
represented.
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1. Introduction
In this chapter an introduction to the project will be given including some background information, a
problem description, the project objectives and a short summary of the method used during the project.

1.1 Background
The climate on earth is reported to be changing due to the greenhouse effect. The greenhouse effect is
caused mainly by human made emissions of greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
water vapor and fluorinated gases are all greenhouse gases that have an effect on the climate. Carbon
dioxide is the main contributor to the greenhouse effect. Of the total anthropogenic greenhouse gas
emission, carbon dioxide represents 77 percent, whereas 57 of the 77 percent come from the use of fossil
fuels [1].
There has been an increasing trend of the global emission of carbon dioxide during the last decades.
Compared to 1990, with a total emission of 22.7 billion tons carbon dioxide, the emission in 2012 was 34.5
billion tons [2]. That is an increase of over 50 percent.
The greenhouse gas emission can be categorized based on the emitting source. Examples of emitting
sources are energy supply, transport, industry, agriculture, forestry and buildings. The emission of
greenhouse gases from energy supply (burning of fossil fuels for electricity and heat generation) is the
single largest source corresponding to 26 percent of the total global emission of greenhouse gases [1].
Developing countries experience a rapid increase in energy demand and thereby contribute to increased
emissions of greenhouse gases.

1.1.1 Energy in China
China is the largest developing country in the world. Its economy has undergone rapid expansion during
the last three decades. With economic development comes urbanization and challenges with an increased
energy demand [3]. The variation in electricity demand in China during the last decade is presented in
Figure 1 below. It can be observed that the demand has risen to more than four times in a decade.
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Figure I. Electricity demand in China [4]. The unit TWh was not included in the original picture and has been added.

The rapid increase in the electricity demand offers challenges to meet the requirements. Wide-spread
adoption of energy efficiency measures could be one strategy to reduce the demand. However, in China
where the demand for electricity is increasing rapidly, relying only on energy efficiency measures may not
be sufficient. The country also has to increase the electricity generation capacity as well. Power stations
that can meet this increased electricity demand may therefore be constructed and optimized to ensure a
long life span. The greenhouse effect caused by the emission of carbon dioxide from the energy supply
sector makes renewable power generation important.
China, with 25 percent of the global carbon dioxide emission has become the largest emitter of carbon
dioxide in the world [5]. This is largely due to the fact that China uses fossil fuels as its primary fuel source,
see Figure 2.
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Figure 2. China's energy use in percent [6].

The Chinese government has set a goal of 40-45 percent reduction of carbon dioxide emissions by 2020
compared to 2005 [5]. China installed the largest amount of renewable energy facilities in 2012 and has
about 20 percent of the total renewable energy installed in the world [7]. Approximately 27.5 percent of
the country’s electricity supply comes from renewable energy sources [7]. The biggest problem is the
location of the renewable energy. In northern China about 95 percent of the electricity is generated with
the use of coal powered power plants while in the southern and central parts of China only 30 percent of
the electricity is generated with coal. In the southern and central parts of the country, most of the energy
is hydro-generated due to the large rivers flowing down from the mountains in the west [5]. In order to
transfer the electricity from the western parts of the country four electricity highways have been built to
supply the east region with clean energy from the west [5]. Large hydropower plants play a big role in
delivering this electricity.
Whether large hydropower plants are considered sustainable or not is debatable [8]. If an energy resource
is not sustainable the resource contributes to environmental degradation. It has been observed that large
hydropower plants have both positive and negative effects when it comes to sustainability. Positive
impacts include the creation of recreational environments, development of water supplies, flood control
and safe energy supplies [8]. Negative short term impacts include endangerment of fish species and the
possible relocation of people [8, 9]. An example of relocation is the Three Gorges Dam project when at
least 1.3 million people had to be relocated until the dam was constructed and in operation [9]. Negative
long term impacts include sediment accumulation and possible water contamination [10]. Other negative
impacts that also are associated with large hydropower plants are destruction of forest, effects on wildlife
habitat, ecosystems and agricultural and scenic lands [11]. However, research and development have
contributed to a reduction of some of these environmental impacts through the use of for example fish
ladders, fish screens, new turbine designs and aeration of reservoirs [12]. All of these environmental and
social impacts are important to take in consideration when establishing large hydropower plants.
Hydro electricity is the largest renewable energy source in China and represents 22.5 percent of the total
electricity produced [13]. Considering the rapid increase in hydropower capacity in the recent years in
China the share of hydropower development is likely to be further increased [13]. According to the Chinese
Academy of Engineering there are plans to increase the total installed hydro power capacity to 340 GW,
430 GW and 510 GW until 2020, 2030 and 2050, respectively, compared to 176.8 GW installed capacity
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until the year 2009 [14]. Four large hydropower stations located at the Jinsha river have recently been
installed or are under construction. Wudongde and Baihetan are under construction while Xiluodu and
Xiangjiaba are in operation [15]. These power stations contribute to the hydropower expansion in the
country and will further increase the renewable energy generated.

1.1.2 Baihetan Hydropower Station
Baihetan hydropower station, when completed, is going to be the fourth largest dam in the world and the
third largest in China [16]. The construction of the dam started in 2008 and is expected to be completed
in 2019 [16]. The dam is going to be a concrete double-curved arch dam with a maximum dam height of
approximately 289 meters and a total reservoir storage capacity of 20.60 billion cubic meters of water [17].
The hydropower station will have 18 Francis turbines installed when completed, each with a capacity of
778 MW which corresponds to a total generating capacity of 14 004 MW. The annual power generation
with all turbines installed will reach approximately 60.02 TWh [16]. The dam will consist of six discharge
surface spillways, seven deep outlets and a plunge pool downstream (Figure 3). The dam will also have
three flood discharge tunnels located in the left bank [16]. The discharge surface spillways are used in
emergency situations to release the water from the dam to protect the dam from overflowing. The deep
outlets located below the discharge surface spillways manage the water level in the dam. Especially for
large hydropower dams with high flow rates, the construction and design of the spillways are very
important to make it possible to use the dam for a long time without doing damage to the downstream
area.

Figure 3. Baihetan hydropower station. The six discharge surface spillways can be seen in the picture marked with the number
1. The seven deep outlets are marked with the number 2 and the plunge pool, where the water hits the downstream area, is
marked with the number 3 [16].
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1.1.3 Downstream energy dissipation for dams
The water that exits large dams through discharge spillways has a lot of kinetic energy because of its high
velocity and large mass. If the energy is not dissipated enough, then the river bed can be damaged when
the water hits the bed. The kinetic energy makes the river bed erode which could also threaten the stability
of the dam by undermining it. For large dams the energy dissipation of downstream water flow is
important since large volumes of water of high pressure are involved in these dams [18]. As mentioned
the kinetic energy could otherwise erode the river bed in the plunge pool if it is not dissipated.
There exist several ways to dissipate the energy for dam outlets such as rock basins, simple jump basins,
baffle basins and free trajectory jets, see Figure 4. Rock basins release the water on naturally existing rocks
which dissipate the energy. Simple jump basins dissipate the water’s energy from kinetic into potential
energy at a certain point when the water’s velocity decreases, also called a hydraulic jump. Baffle basins
uses a small obstacle in order to make a forced hydraulic jump. The baffle basin structure can then be
shorter than a hydraulic jump basin and the construction cost is thereby less compared to a hydraulic jump
basin [19]. Energy dissipators in form of basins can be used if the difference in altitude between the
reservoir and the downstream area is small. These dissipators also require a long distance available in the
direction of the flow. Free trajectory jets are a collection of different structures that guide the water away
at a distance from the dam structures and into the air before hitting the downstream water [19]. Different
free trajectory jet structures include overfalls, drop structures, ski jumps, flip buckets and trajectory
buckets [19]. All free trajectory jet structures dissipate most of the energy with the surrounding air of the
jet but also through internal friction within the jet. The jet draws air into the water and the energy is
dissipated before hitting the river bed. Only a small amount of the energy is dissipated within the structure.
Remaining energy has to be dissipated downstream through diffusion in the tailwater and by impact with
the channel bed [20]. If the tailwater downstream is shallow and the river bed is capable of withstanding
the impact of water then a trajectory structure can be a good choice. This is because a trajectory jet
structure does not require as deep tailwater as a hydraulic jump structure. Free trajectory jet structures
normally causes high pressures downstream when the jet hits the downstream water and therefore they
can be used if the river bed is capable of withstanding these forces [20].

Figure 4. Type of water energy dissipators for dam constructions. This sketch shows a; a) rock basin dissipator, b) simple jump
basin, c) baffle basin and d) ski jump structure [19].
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The energy dissipation from the discharge surface spillways of Baihetan hydropower station is achieved
by the use of a ski jump structure for the two spillways located in the middle and with a drop structure on
the four spillways located beside the two centered spillways [16]. The drop structure is similar to the ski
jump structure but does not have an upturned surface at the end. To minimize the damage to the
downstream river bed in a dam, water flow pattern and energy dissipation can be studied by building scale
models. By measuring the pressure distribution in the downstream plunge pool of a dam, an
understanding of the possible risks for damages to the river bed can be obtained. A wide spread pressure
distribution is desirable and large pressure spikes should be avoided as far as possible.
Scale models are miniatures of a real object built with materials similar to the ones used in the real object.
A scale model is built in order to find and correct flaws in the original design that are not apparent when
examining the model on a blueprint. However, the construction of a scale model can become costly. A
scale model of Baihetan hydropower station is located at Tsinghua University. The model is in a scale of
one to a hundred and has the measurements of approximately 40 meters in length, 5 meters in height and
8 meters in width. A construction of this size requires a lot of man hours and materials. This makes
constructing and modifying a scale model costly compared to constructing, modifying and simulating the
same dam using computational fluid dynamics. In order to produce verifiable results, constructed
computational fluid dynamics models should be, and usually are, verified against experimental data [21].

1.2 Problem description
A problem with large dams such as Baihetan is the downstream jet energy dissipation. It is important to
make sure that the energy from the water flow is dissipated before it hits the plunge pool to avoid erosion
and cavitation caused by large pressure spikes. A scale model of Baihetan hydropower station exists.
Pressure distribution studies and modifications in the construction have been made on this model. This is,
however, costly. Constructing a computationally made model of the hydropower station would be cheaper.
When the model is constructed the hydropower station’s operation can be simulated and flaws can be
found in the existing design. The design can then easily be modified in the computer model in order to
optimize the hydropower station’s operation.

1.3 Objectives
This project will construct a model of Baihetan hydropower station’s discharge surface spillways. In this
project it will be studied whether numerical simulations can be used to predict the water flow in the form
of jet spreading ranges out of the discharge surface spillways of Baihetan hydropower station.
Measuring the water’s spreading range in numerical simulations and see whether it coincides with
experimental data is one way of determining if the water flow behaves correctly in numerical simulations.
If the spreading range can be predicted correctly by numerical simulations, it means that numerical
simulations can give a realistic estimation of the flow. The flow pattern is important to study since it affects
the pressure distribution downstream. High pressures may occur in the plunge pool downstream if the
water jet is thin and has a high velocity, which can cause problems with erosion. The discharge surface
spillway design can then be modified and improved by for example constructing an obstacle in the spillway
to optimize the energy dissipation of the water and thereby reduce the pressure in the plunge pool in
order to avoid damage to the plunge pool’s river bed. If the flow can be predicted correctly using numerical
simulations, then it suggests that numerical simulations can be used as a tool to design future hydropower
stations’ discharge surface spillways as a substitute to scale models. The construction can then easily be
improved to maximally dissipate the water’s energy when using a computational model. The discharge
6

surface spillways located to the far right and to the far left of Baihetan hydropower station will be
simulated, see Figure 3. The water at the inlet of the discharge surface spillways will be modelled to
correspond to a water level in the dam when a massive flood has occurred. This to be able to compare the
numerical results to the experimental results since that level was used in the experimental study. The flood
simulated is a so called one hundred year flood, occurring approximately once every hundred years.
In a previous research project, a scale model of Baihetan hydropower station was used to measure the
water jet spreading ranges out of the discharge surface spillways. The scale model was then used in order
to measure pressure distributions caused by the water jets hitting the plunge pool. In the study, an amount
of water was circulated between the upper reservoir and the downstream plunge pool by a pumping
system. The jet spreading ranges of the scale model were obtained by measuring the widths of the stream
with a ruler and the pressure in the plunge pool was determined using installed pressure gauges at the
bottom of the plunge pool. Modifications in the design of the scale model were then made in order to
optimize the energy dissipation and thereby reduce the pressure. To determine if numerical simulations
can be used, the results from the numerical simulations will be compared to results obtained in the earlier
performed experimental study where the scale model was used.

1.4 Method
Three software products will be used during this study; Gambit, Fluent and Tecplot 360. A mathematical
3D model of the discharge surface spillways included in the Baihetan hydropower station will be modelled
with the pre-processing software Gambit. The model will be simulated using the computational fluid
dynamics software Fluent with the Volume of Fluid multiphase model and k-ε turbulence model. The
length and width of the jet (spreading range in x- and z-direction) when it hits the plunge pool will be
studied using the post-processing software Tecplot 360. The results obtained will then be compared to
experimental data.

1.5 Limitations
This study will cover two of the six discharge surface spillways of Baihetan hydropower station due to time
constraints and lack of experimental data available for comparison. The water volume in the dam will not
be included in the simulations due to lack of information about the water depth. If the water volume in
the reservoir is included, more accurate results might be obtained since the flow at the inlet of the spillway
then will have a more natural pattern.

1.6 Assumptions
The total volume flow through all of the discharge surface spillways is assumed to be divided equally
between each discharge surface spillway since they all have the same inlet dimensions and are built at the
same level above ground. The velocity of the water flow at the inlet is assumed to be uniform and constant
in the direction perpendicular to the inlet. The water level in the dam and in the plunge pool is assumed
to be constant. The air pressure is assumed to be constant and at atmospheric pressure of 101.325 kPa.
The material of the walls is assumed to be rough concrete.

1.7 Similar work
Similar CFD modeling of energy dissipation of water has been done. One research study performed
numerical simulations of energy dissipation of water flow over a spillway consisting of several steps
designed as a stairway [22]. The numerical calculations were performed with several turbulence models
including the k-ε turbulence model. The Volume of Fluid scheme was also used. The numerical results with
7

the use of different turbulence models were compared with experimental results in order to determine
the accuracy of the solutions and the best choice of turbulence model. The mixture multiphase model with
the Reynolds stress model (RSM) was considered to be the settings that were closest to the experimental
results [22]. Calculated from the velocities given the RSM model gave a relative error of 2 percent while
the k-ε turbulence model gave a relative error of 7 percent [22]. The RSM consists of more equations and
therefore requires more computational power and more time compared to solving the same problem
using the k-ε turbulence model [23]. The computational time required for RSM is almost double as
compared to using the k-ε turbulence model [24], and due to the time constraint in the Baihetan project
RSM was not considered for simulation.
A similar study modelled energy dissipation of water flow over a spillway designed as a stairway. This study
used exclusively the k-ε turbulence model when simulating the water flow and also used the Volume of
Fluid multiphase model. The study measured the water surface profiles (air-water interface) along the
spillway for the numerical results and compared them to experimental results. The results showed that
the water surface profiles (air-water interface) for the experimental and numerical simulations were in
close agreement. Hence, a computer made model may be used to optimize the performance of stepped
spillways [25].
Another study conducted analyses of flow patterns such as surface elevation (air-water interface),
pressures and average velocities in some cross-sections along a hydroelectric power plant spillway. The
spillway consisted of a sloped channel and was modelled with the use of the k-ε turbulence model and the
Volume of Fluid multiphase model. The study analyzed pressure distributions inside the spillway in order
to determine where cavitation might occur. The numerical results were compared to experimental results
in order to determine the accuracy of the solution. The difference in average velocity of the water between
the numerical and experimental results was less than 6 percent which indicates that the k-ε turbulence
model and the Volume of Fluid scheme can be considered reasonable settings in this simulation case. It
was concluded that numerical simulations can be used to solve design problems in practical spillways and
that the results from numerical simulations can be used as a basis for shape optimization [26]. The
described study only regarded flow through a spillway. The study of Baihetan discharge surface spillways
will also consider the flow pattern out from the spillways in addition to the flow through them.
Numerical results of water jet flow through a nozzle have been obtained and compared with experimental
data. Various turbulence models have been used such as the k-ε turbulence model and the modified k-ε
realizable turbulence model. Through comparisons it was determined that the k-ε realizable turbulence
model is more suitable than any other turbulence model for modelling jet flow [27].
A numerical simulation of a jet inside a combustion chamber has been performed and the results were
compared with experimental ones. The k-ε turbulence model and the k-ε realizable turbulence model were
compared to each other and the conclusion was that the k-ε realizable turbulence model performs better
when simulating jet flow behavior [28].
Although the k-ε realizable turbulence model may perform better in studies regarding jet flow simulations,
the k-ε turbulence model was chosen in this project since both flow through the spillway and flow out
from the spillway (jet flow) had to be considered in this study. The k-ε turbulence model is more commonly
used and studies, such those mentioned above [25, 26], have used the model successfully when simulating
flow through a spillway. As per our knowledge the accuracy of k-ε realizable turbulence model in such
cases is not studied.
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2. Theory
In this chapter, theory of meshing, computational fluid dynamics, the software Fluent and theory regarding
fluid calculations in general will be described. The theory chapter’s structure follows the method chapter’s
structure in order to be of ease when reading the method chapter. The theory of meshing is described first
since having a meshed model is a pre-requisite of using computational fluid dynamics.

2.1 Mesh
Before simulating a model with computational fluid dynamics software the model needs to be divided into
small elements. This is done by setting up a mesh of the model where the continuous space of the model
is divided into a finite number of points for calculation. The mesh can consist of either a structured or an
unstructured grid. The choice between a structured or an unstructured grid depends on what kind of
model is simulated. For example structured grids can be suitable for flow problems when the flow is
aligned with the simulation model [29]. Structured grids consist typically of quadrilateral elements (see
left picture in Figure 5) when modelling in 2D. When modelling in 3D structured grids typically consist of
hexahedral elements. Structured grids are more efficient when implementing and solving algorithms
compared to unstructured grids. Unstructured grids consist of triangle elements when modelling in 2D,
see the right picture in Figure 5. When modelling unstructured grids in 3D the elements typically consist
of tetrahedral elements. An advantage of an unstructured grid is that it is very good at handling complex
geometries [30].

Figure 5. Structured mesh consisting of a quadrilateral grid (left picture) and unstructured mesh consisting of triangle elements
(right picture) around the front of an airplane [30].

One wants to use as fine mesh as possible to be able to get as accurate results as possible. However this
can become a problem if the mesh is extremely fine. An extremely fine mesh requires a lot of
computational power and it can be computed with for example a cluster of connected computers. If
computational power is limited to a single computer an extremely fine mesh becomes a problem.
Adjustments to the mesh can then be made to make it coarser and thereby make the model
computationally feasible while still maintaining most of the accuracy in the solution [29]. When the
amount of elements is satisfactory, fluid flow in the geometry can be calculated with the use of
computational fluid dynamics.
9

2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics
Modeling of fluid flow, mass transfer and heat transfer can be very useful when designing the shape and
function of for example jet engines, propellers and fluid related constructions [31]. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) uses applied mathematics, such as Navier-Stokes equations, and computers to model
these kinds of constructions. When modeled, the constructions can be analyzed and their function can be
optimized in order to get better performance and reliability [32].
The mass conservation equation for an incompressible fluid can be written as
∇∙ = 0

(1)

where  is the velocity field, formulated as  = (, , ) in the general three dimensional case and ∇ is a
differential operator on all valid dimensions. With the use of equation 1, the Navier-Stokes equation for
an incompressible fluid can be written as



where
[33].

= −∇ + ∇  + 

(2)

is the density,  is the dynamic viscosity and  is external forces such as the gravitational force

Accurate modeling of turbulent motions is the main problem with CFD simulations. There exists different
methods for modeling the turbulent motions; the most common are Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS),
Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS).

2.2.1 Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS)
Turbulent motion involves large vortices that break up into smaller vortices until they dissipate into
energy. These vortices break up into heat when they reach a size of about 10-100 µm [31]. Numerically
solving these vortices is called Direct numerical simulations (DNS).
The DNS approach has given a great contribution to turbulence research within the recent decades. Using
this method, solutions to the three dimensional time dependent Navier-Stokes equations can be obtained
without the need of any turbulence model. DNS is important for the investigation of turbulence
mechanisms and improvement of turbulence models. Since no turbulence model is needed the solution is
obtained by solving over all the spatial and temporal scales of turbulence and that makes the solution very
accurate. The disadvantage of the method is the large computational power that is needed. Because of
this the DNS approach is limited to moderate turbulence flow. An area of 0.1 m2 involving highly turbulent
flow would need a computer which is about 500 000 times faster than the current supercomputers in
order to solve the equations numerically [31].

2.2.2 Large Eddy Simulations (LES)
Large Eddy Simulations (LES) is another approach to solve problems where turbulent flow is involved. For
Large eddy simulations the large scale turbulence is solved numerically and smaller scale turbulence is
modelled. This makes LES less computationally demanding but more inaccurate when compared to DNS.
The LES approach can be used in a wider range of applications than RANS and is also said to be more
accurate [31]. The LES approach is often used for investigation of high turbulence flow and for
development of new turbulence models. The difference between RANS and LES is that only some of the
turbulence is modelled when using LES while RANS models a wider spectrum of the turbulence.
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2.2.3 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations (RANS)
The Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations (RANS equations) are derived by writing the sums of a
mean and a fluctuating part of the velocity and pressure;  = 〈〉 +  and  = 〈〉 +  , where 〈〉 and
〈〉 are mean values of the velocity and pressure and  and  are fluctuating values of the flow fields [33].
The flow fields written as a mean and fluctuating values are used with the Navier-Stokes equations
equation 2 together with the properties 〈〈〉〉 = 〈〉, 〈〈〉〉 = 〈〉〈〉. Through lengthy derivations with
the use of the implemented notion Reynolds stress tensor  , the RANS equations is found
〈 〉
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= 0 [33].

(3)

The RANS equations, equation 3, have a problem with too many unknowns and too few equations and an
assumption is needed to be able to solve it. The Reynolds stress tensor is assumed to satisfy the Boussinesq
hypothesis which is defined as
 ≡ −2 〈( 〉 +


)

* +

(4)

where * is the Kronecker delta, 〈( 〉 is the shear strain rate,  is the turbulent viscosity and + is the
turbulent kinetic energy [33]. All the variables in the Boussinesq hypothesis equation, equation 4, are
known except for the turbulent viscosity  which needs to be modelled with for example the k-ε model
to be able to solve the RANS equations [31]. The Reynolds stress model is another way to solve the RANS
equations with the use of the implemented notion Reynolds stress tensor.
2.2.3.1 Reynolds stress model (RSM)
Reynolds stress model (RSM) uses seven equations in total to solve the implemented notion the Reynolds
stress tensor in order to get numerical results of water flow. The system of equations has difficulties
calculating a converging solution and thereby requires a lot of computational power and time compared
with the k-ε model. Its advantages over the k-ε model are that RSM more easily can calculate body-force
effects and can give more accurate numerical results [23, 24].
2.2.3.2 k-ε turbulence model
The k-ε model is the most used and widespread method when modeling the turbulent viscosity and thus
solving the RANS equations [33]. The turbulent viscosity  in the k-ε model is modelled as
 = ,-

./

(5)

0

where ,- is a model constant, + is the turbulent kinetic energy and 2 is the dissipation rate of turbulent
kinetic energy [33].
The momentum conservation equation, equation 1, and the Boussinesq hypothesis, equation 4, is used to
derive the equation for +
.
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where the terms on the left side are the rate of change of turbulent kinetic energy. The first term on the
right side is the production of turbulent energy from the mean flow. The second term on the right side is
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the energy dissipation at small scales. The last term on the right side is redistribution of turbulence where
:. is a model constant [33].
The production of turbulent energy term from the mean flow can be written as
;. = 2 〈( 〉

〈 〉

(7)

 !

and is used when deriving the ε-equation.
The Navier-Stokes equations, equation 2, and the turbulent energy production term, equation 7, together
with simplifying assumptions is used to derive the equation for the dissipation rate 2, ε-equation
0
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where the terms are analogous to the k-equation. ,0< , ,0 and :0 are model constants.
The final k-ε model with the equations for + and ε, equation 6 and 8, consists of several approximations
and model constants that need to be determined. The model constants are defined through comparison
with DNS and experimental results, and the most commonly used values for the constants are ,- =
0.09, ,0< = 1.44, ,0 = 1.92, :. = 1.0 and :0 = 1.3 [33].
The k-ε model is recommended when simulating, for example, combustion and multiphase flows but it
gives poor results when modeling separated flows such as flow over an airfoil [31]. In the case of separated
flows another model based on the Boussinesq approximation should be used, for example the k-ω model
which performs better with these types of simulations. RANS is the least computationally demanding
method compared to DNS and LES [31].
There exists variations to the k-ε turbulence model that handles certain types of flows better such as the
k-ε realizable turbulence model.
2.2.3.3 k-ε realizable turbulence model
The k-ε realizable turbulence model was developed in order to fix a problem that can occur with stresses
when using the standard k-ε turbulence model. The stresses for the standard k-ε turbulence model can
become negative in certain circumstance which is considered unrealistic [28]. The k-ε realizable turbulence
model implements an equation and modifications to the k-ε turbulence model that solves this problem
[35]. This can give better predictions when performing numerical simulations of jet flow [27, 28].
When solving the differential equations of the k-ε model for a meshed geometry it is not possible to solve
the equations continuously. Discretization techniques are used to be able to solve the differential
equations.

2.2.4 Discretization techniques
Discretization techniques consist of different methods for dividing continuous differential equations into
small chunks, discrete parts, and solving these instead of the continuous differential equation. There are
several discretization techniques that are used for numerical calculations. The two most common
techniques when solving computational fluid dynamics equations are the finite element method (FEM)
and the finite volume method (FVM) which are explained below.
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2.2.4.1 Finite Element Method (FEM)
The finite element method is a technique based on control volumes to numerically solve the governing
equations such as the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy. The function values are varied
in a given way between the nodes which gives the solution a stronger link to the geometric representation
of the domain than for FVM. Another characteristic with FEM is that instead of finding a solution to the
equation itself, a solution to the integral form of the equation is searched for which gives advantages in
accuracy [36].
2.2.4.2 Finite Volume Method (FVM)
Similarly, the finite volume method is also based on control volumes to solve the governing equations such
as the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy. The technique implies division of the
computational domain into control volumes by using a grid. Then integration of the governing equations
for each control volume which yields discrete algebraic equations for each control volume with conserved
quantity [37].
The finite volume discretization method is used for numerical calculation of various types of conservation
laws and is often used in fluid mechanics where fluxes are of importance [38]. FVM is known as a robust
method which means that it can also be used for complicated equations and compared to FEM it can also
manage complicated geometries [38]. Fluent software uses the finite volume method for numerical
calculations and thereby the FVM method will be used this study.

2.3 Fluent
Theory regarding multiphase flow and the multiphase model Volume of Fluid available in Fluent will be
described below followed by different solvers existing in Fluent and information about the double
precision mode that can be selected in the software.

2.3.1 Multiphase flow
Many applications where CFD is used involve flow of multiple phases. The multiple phase flow can include
mixtures of gas, liquid and solid phases. Today there are two commonly used approaches to simulate flows
containing multiple phases, the Euler-Lagrange and the Euler-Euler approach. In the Euler-Euler approach
a volume fraction is introduced, where the sum of the volume fraction for each of the included phases is
equal to a unit for every volume element. In the Fluent software, three types of models are available for
this approach, the Volume of Fluid (VOF), the Mixture Model and the Eulerian Model. Which model to use
is determined by the flow regime, meaning what type of flow that is present [39].
2.3.1.1 Volume of Fluid multiphase model (VOF)
The Volume of Fluid (VOF) model included in the Fluent software can be used for two or more immiscible
fluids especially in cases where the interest lies in finding the interface between the phases [39]. If a flow
consist of immiscible fluids that are clearly separated by an interface the flow is said to be of the type freesurface flow [40]. The VOF model is suitable for free-surface flow and prediction of jet breakup behavior
[39].
In the VOF model a continuity equation for the volume fraction is used for both of the phases and the
volume fractions in each computational element are tracked throughout the whole domain [39]. The
volume fraction equation can be solved either by implicit or explicit time discretization. For the implicit
scheme the volume fraction values at the current time step is required to determine the interface between
the phases and thereby a standard scalar transport equation is solved simultaneously. For the explicit
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scheme the interface is determined by the volume fraction values calculated from the previous time step.
With an implicit scheme both transient and steady-state calculations can be performed but with the
explicit scheme only transient calculations can be carried out [41].
Within the explicit scheme a special interpolation treatment to the cells that lie near the intersection
between the two phases can be selected. One of the interpolation treatments in Fluent is the Geometric
reconstruct scheme. The Geometric reconstruction scheme is the most accurate scheme in Fluent and
represents the interface between the phases with a piecewise-linear approach which creates a smooth
realistic interface [41]. The Geometric reconstruct scheme is often used for transient flow simulations
when using VOF and is recommended when simulating jet breakup behavior [42].

2.3.2 Solver
As mentioned in section 2.2.4.2, Fluent uses the finite volume discretization method (FVM) to solve the
governing equations. In Fluent there exist two types of solvers to solve the governing equations which
both use the FVM method but uses different approaches to linearize and solve the discretized equations.
The two types of numerical methods are the pressure-based solver and the density-based solver. The
pressure-based solver has earlier often been associated with the study of low velocity incompressible flow
while the density-based solver has been developed for compressible flows of high speed. Nowadays both
approaches are highly developed and can be used for a wide variety of applications [43].
In the pressure-based solver a solution method where the governing equations are solved separately is
used. Since the equations are nonlinear and coupled the solution procedure must be carried out iteratively
until the solution has converged [44].
The pressure-based solver exists in two different types, a segregated algorithm and a coupled algorithm.
The segregated algorithm decouples the governing equations while solving them one by one. Since the
equations only need to be stored one at a time the segregated algorithm is memory efficient but on the
other hand the solution convergence is relatively slow because of the decoupling [44]. The coupled
algorithm solves the momentum and continuity equations as a coupled system of equations. In this way
the solution convergence time significantly decreases but on the other hand the need for memory can
increase to the double compared to the segregated algorithm [44].

2.3.3 Double precision
When starting Fluent, a double precision mode can be chosen instead of the standard single precision
mode. The double precision mode enables the use of a 64 bit floating point number, compared to the
standard 32 bit [45]. This means that calculation values can be stored in the computer memory with more
decimals when double precision is being used which increases the precision. In addition to increased
precision the double precision mode increases the range of magnitudes that can be represented. However
the double precision mode requires more memory [45].

2.4 Fluid calculations
In this section basic fluid dynamics theory and related equations important for this study will be explained
such as how to determine dynamic viscosity and flow regimes.
The dynamic viscosity, , is defined as the shear stress divided by the velocity gradient in a fluid and can
be described as a fluid’s resistance to flow. The kinematic viscosity, F, is the ratio of the dynamic viscosity
to the density of the fluid, according to equation 9 [46].
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F=

G

(9)

To determine the flow regime for a specific flow, the dimensionless quantity Reynolds number can be
used. Reynolds number is determined by the ratio of the inertial forces to the viscous forces in a fluid
according to equation 10.
HI =

GJKL
-

(10)

where M is the velocity of the fluid and HN is the hydraulic radius.
For open channel flow, the hydraulic radius is expressed by equation 11 as
HN =

OPLQRRST

(11)

$U

where VWNXYYZ[ is the cross-sectional area of the channel and \ is the wetted perimeter [47].

3. Method
The modelling of jet flow of the Baihetan hydropower station’s discharge surface spillways was divided
into three steps, pre-processing for constructing and defining the model, numerical calculation for
obtaining a solution and lastly post-processing for analyzing the obtained results and monitor convergence
of the solved equations. A short description of the three software products used to model the spillways
are first presented below followed by a detailed description of every step in each of the software products.
The procedure explained below describes the right discharge surface spillway, see figure 3.

3.1 Software
The three software products Gambit version 2.2.30, Fluent version 6.2.16 and Tecplot 360 version
14.1.0.51525 were used during this study. Gambit was used for pre-processing, Fluent for numerical
calculation and Tecplot for post-processing. A flow chart of how the three software products are linked is
displayed in Figure 6. Below the figure the software products are further described one by one.
Pre-processing
Gambit

Numerical calculation
Fluent

Post-processing
Tecplot 360

Figure 6. Flow chart of the simulation process including pre-processing, numerical calculation and post-processing.

3.1.1 Gambit
The software Gambit is a tool for pre-processing. Pre-processing in this case means construction, meshing
and boundary definition of a model which later can be used by another software such as Fluent for
numerical calculation. In Gambit different models can easily be constructed by selecting and dimensioning
geometries that are built-in in the software or by placing and connecting vertices together to create
domains. The constructed models can then be meshed with various types of mesh structures included in
the software. Both structured and unstructured meshes are available and desired mesh sizes can be
selected. When the model has been meshed, its boundaries can be defined in accordance with the actual
simulation case. This means to define where inlets, outlets and walls etcetera shall be placed and what
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type of inlets and outlets (velocity, pressure etc.) that shall be used depending on the information known
at each boundary.

3.1.2 Fluent
Fluent is a computational fluid dynamics software for modelling fluid flow, turbulence and other related
physical phenomena. Both single- and multiple phases, incompressible as well as compressible flow can
be modelled and heat transfer and reactions can also be included. The software can therefore be used in
a variety of applications, for example, to model combustion in furnaces, in aircraft research to model air
flow over an aircraft wing or in medicine when studying blood flow, among several other applications.
Many companies all over the world use the software as a tool for design and optimization in their product
development work. [48] The software is compatible with several other software products for pre- and
post-processing.

3.1.3 Tecplot
Tecplot 360 is a post-processing software for visualizing and analyzing obtained results from
computational fluid dynamics simulations and is used extensively by scientists and engineers over the
world [49]. In the software line plots, 2D surface plots and 3D plots of surfaces or volumes of any variable
of interest such as velocity, pressure or volume fraction etcetera intuitively can be created and analyzed
[50]. With Tecplot it is also possible to display data from different time steps in a sequence so that a short
video is formed. In that way a better overview of the development of the flow can be obtained. Visualizing
the data can give valuable insight into the results which might be hidden in the data [49].

3.2 Pre-processing
The software Gambit 2.2.30 was used when pre-processing in order to construct a three-dimensional
model of the discharge surface spillways of Baihetan hydropower dam, to create a volume mesh on the
model and to define specific boundary zones on the model. A flow chart of the process can be seen in
Figure 7 before a detailed description of the three steps is further explained.
GAMBIT
Construction
of the model

Meshing

Definition of
Boundary zones

Figure 7. Flow chart of the pre-processing steps in Gambit.

3.2.1 Construction of Baihetan discharge surface spillways
The right discharge surface spillway of Baihetan hydropower station was modelled in Gambit as two
separate parts in order to be able to use different mesh sizes for the two parts. Two different mesh sizes
were desirable to get accurate results within acceptable computation time since the two parts were of
different magnitude.
The first part will from here on be denoted as spillway and is the part where the water is transported from
the dam by entering at the spillway’s inlet and exiting at its outlet, see the left sketch in figure 8. The
curvature that follows the inlet at the bottom of the spillway can be described as an ellipse with the
/

_/

equation:].)^/  ).`a/  1. The ellipse equation, the dimensions of the spillway and the water level in the
dam were based on a blueprint on the discharge surface spillways and data provided by Professor Y. Zhang,
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see Appendix I. The ellipse equation used is modified from the source to correspond to how the coordinate
system was defined in the software. In the blueprint the y-axis was defined downwards from the top of
the curvature but in the software the y-axis was chosen to be defined upwards from the center of the
ellipse, see Figure 8, in order to easily create the curvature structure. The x-axis was defined to the right
with start at the center of the ellipse and the z-axis was defined towards the observer from the spillway
wall to the back, see Figure 8.
The second part is denoted as downstream area and consists of the spillway outlet and a plunge pool in
the bottom, see the right sketch in Figure 8. Dimensions of the downstream area were based on altitude
data given by Professor Y. Zhang, see Appendix III, and estimations of how wide and how far the water jet
would become. The dimensions used for the downstream area can be found in Appendix II.
For dimensions and data of the left discharge surface spillway, see Appendix I.

Figure 8. The constructed model of Baihetan discharge surface spillways separated into two parts. The figure to the left
represents the spillway and the right figure shows the downstream area. Note: the sketch represents the spillway to the right.

3.2.2 Meshing
After the two parts were constructed, the spillway and the downstream area, they had to be meshed. For
this, different types of meshes were available in Gambit. A structured mesh with hexahedral elements of
type “Submap” was chosen since it suited the straight model design and is optimal for these types of flows
as mentioned in section 2.1. When selecting the mesh size, an “interval size spacing” for the mesh had to
be set. An “interval size spacing” determines the size of the mesh elements. “An interval size spacing” of
for example 1 meter means that each element of the mesh gets a dimension of about 1 meter in all
directions. The “interval size spacing” was set to 1 meter for the spillway [51] and 2 meters for the
downstream area. The mesh size for both the spillway and the downstream area was chosen while taking
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into account accuracy in the simulation and computational time. The mesh sizes corresponded to 22 540
and 724 730 hexahedral elements, respectively, for the two parts. The surfaces at the interface between
the two parts, marked in grey in Figure 9, was, initially, thought to have to be meshed in the same size and
thereby was set to an “interval size spacing” of 1 meter, to follow the spillway’s mesh size. The reason why
it was thought that the surfaces at the interface had to be set to the same size was so the results from the
spillways outlet could be imported to the downstream areas inlet. It was later shown that this was not
necessary, mentioned in section 5. The different “interval size spacing” used in the two parts contributes
to overall faster simulations and more accurate results.

3.2.3 Boundary zones
When the mesh was completed the surfaces of the two parts had to be named and be given specific
boundary zones before exporting the domains to Fluent. The names velocity inlet, pressure inlet, pressure
outlet and wall are all types of boundary zones defined in the software Gambit in order to be able to
distinguish the different boundaries of the domains in Fluent. Depending on the information known at a
certain boundary of a domain, different boundary zones can be suitable for that boundary. The boundary
zone velocity inlet for example, requires that the velocities are known at the boundary while a pressure
outlet for example requires that a pressure is known.
Starting with the spillway, the inlet was divided in two parts by the two phases entering the spillway,
incoming water at the bottom and air at the top. The bottom part of the inlet was set to velocity inlet since
the water would flow in through that area and the velocity of the fluid was known at the boundary. The
upper part as well as the top area was set to pressure inlet since these boundaries were surrounded by air
of a known pressure. The spillway’s bottom and walls were both defined as walls since they were solid
materials. The outlet was defined as pressure outlet in order to allow water to flow out through that
surface and also because the pressure was known at the boundary, see Figure 9. For the downstream area,
the inlet, corresponding to the outlet for the spillway, was defined as velocity inlet since water would enter
the model through this surface and the velocities and turbulence was to be imported from the outlet of
the spillway. The dam wall was set to wall and the top and two sides of the volume were defined as
pressure inlets to allow air of atmospheric pressure to flow through these surfaces. The bottom and front
of the downstream area were set to pressure outlets in order to allow outflow of water through those
surfaces, see Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Defined boundary zones for the spillway and the downstream area. The zone pressure outlet for the spillway (marked
in gray) corresponds to the zone velocity inlet for the downstream area (also marked in gray).

3.3 Numerical calculation
The constructed model of the spillway was then exported to the software Fluent version 6.2.16 to be able
to define fluid simulation settings and perform the numerical calculations. The graphical user interface in
Fluent consist of a console, control panels, dialog boxes and graphics windows [51]. A screenshot of the
console which is the software’s main window is shown in Figure 10 below. The console consists of a
terminal emulator where all textual output from the program is printed and a menu bar with pull-down
menus for settings in the program [52].
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Figure 10. Screenshot of the console in Fluent. The menu bar is located at the top of the window and the terminal emulator in
the background field.

The procedures for setting and simulating the spillway model, described in the remaining part of section
3.3, are presented in chronological order and labeled according to the headings and subheadings in the
software. Only the relevant setting for this study will be presented and thereby all the headings and
subheadings in the software’s menu bar will not be described. A flow chart of the simulation procedure
can be found in Appendix IV.

3.3.1 Check and Scale
As a first step the mesh was checked to see if there were any issues with the cell size and then the scale
was set to meters corresponding to the actual size of the real hydropower station. This was done within
the Grid pull-down menu.

3.3.2 Define
Secondly, the settings suitable for this type of simulation had to be defined, such as choosing different
models, defining materials and phases as well as boundary- and operating conditions. These settings will
be explained further below.
3.3.2.1 Models
Within this category different types of models for the simulation case could be selected, such as choosing
type of solver, including multiphase flow with corresponding multiphase model and including turbulent
flow with corresponding turbulence model. Energy equations and a radiation model would also have been
included within these settings if heat transfer had been of interest.
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Multiphase model
Since the simulations include flow of water in air and the two phases are allowed to mix with each other
a multiphase model had to be chosen. The flow regime for this case can be described as an open channel
flow with a free jet. For that reason the Volume of Fluid (VOF) was selected as multiphase model. When
choosing the VOF model several VOF schemes are available. As mentioned in section 2.3.1.1, both implicit
and explicit schemes are represented in the software. The Geometric Reconstruct Scheme was chosen in
this case to give a clear interface between the phases.
Solver
As mentioned in section 2.3.2, there are two different pressure-based solvers that are available in Fluent,
a segregated solver and a coupled solver. As per the Fluent software, when the multiphase model VOF is
selected only the segregated pressure-based solver can be applied.
Within the solver settings also the “solution time type” had to be defined, i.e. whether you want a steadystate solution or a transient solution. Since the flow phenomena in this case consists of shear flow, and
highly fluctuating turbulence is simulated, no steady solution can be obtained and therefor the unsteady
mode was chosen [53].
Turbulence model
The standard k-ɛ model was selected as the turbulence model since it gives good results relative to the
simulation time. Its corresponding model constants were left at the software’s default settings. The default
values of the constants in the software are the standard values for the turbulence model. The model
constants are shown and explained in section 2.2.3.2.
3.3.2.2 Materials
The materials relevant for the simulation had to be set in the software. In this case, water and air had to
be selected. Air and liquid water were imported from the software’s integrated database with adjustments
for the actual temperature for this case. A density of 1.204 kg/m3 [54] was set for air and a kinematic
viscosity of 15.11 · 10-6 m2/s [55] was used to calculate a dynamic viscosity by equation 9. These values
correspond to atmospheric pressure and a temperature of 20 degrees Celsius, based on the mean
temperature of 19.8 degrees Celsius in Baihetan [56].
=

∙ F = 1.204 ∙ 15.11 ∙ 10cd = 1.82 ∙ 10c] +/gh

The water was approximated to have a temperature of 10 degrees Celsius based on the year mean
temperature of 10.16 degrees Celsius measured in Jinsha River [57]. Properties of water at the specific
temperature was set, a density of 999.7 kg/m3 [58] and a dynamic viscosity of 1.307 · 10-3 kg/m·s [59].
3.3.2.3 Phases
A primary and a secondary phase had to be selected in Fluent in order for the software to perform
calculations on the volume fractions of the two phases. Therefore air was selected as the “primary phase”
and water as the “secondary phase”.
3.3.2.4 Operating conditions
Within the operating conditions settings, the gravitational acceleration was included. The gravitational
acceleration was set in negative y-direction corresponding to the direction towards earth in the model.
The magnitude of the gravity was determined by the exact coordinates of the location of Baihetan
hydropower dam and is 9.787 m/s2 [60]. An atmospheric pressure of 101.325 kPa was set as “reference
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pressure” inside the spillway and downstream area domains. The “reference pressure” had to be set at a
location inside the domain that exclusively would contain air during the simulation. For the spillway,
chosen coordinates satisfying the criteria were the coordinates (x=36, y=28, and z=1) and for the
downstream area the coordinates (x=64, y=28, and z=-11). A wide variety of coordinates could have been
chosen and these were chosen because they were placed in a corner of the domains. The coordinates
chosen are far from the predicted water flow and thereby satisfies the criteria of only containing air during
the simulations. According to the Fluent user guide to achieve a better solution the “specified operating
density” was enabled. Hence the “specified operating density” was set to the earlier mentioned density of
air which was the lighter of the two phases included [61].
3.3.2.5 Boundary conditions
The boundary zones which were previously defined in Gambit were at this stage given specific boundary
conditions such as velocities and turbulence data. For the spillway, the velocity inlet and the walls needed
data while the rest of the zones were left at default. Additionally, for the downstream area, input data was
needed for the velocity inlet as well as for the wall.
Velocity inlet
The velocity inlet needed data in form of velocities in all directions (x, y and z), turbulence data and water
volume fraction.
Spillway
By assuming the water to flow with a uniform velocity profile perpendicular to the surface spillway inlet,
the velocity magnitude can be determined by dividing the volume flow of water through the spillways by
the area of the surface holes. The volume flow rate per surface spillway was 1574.5 m3/s and the wetted
surface spillway area at a water level of 825 m was 253.12 m2 calculated from the given blueprint. Based
on this information the velocity at the inlet of the spillway was calculated to be 6.22 m/s in the positive xdirection. The velocity in y- and z-direction was assumed to be 0 m/s.
A “turbulence specification method” by “Intensity and Length scale” was also selected for the velocity inlet.
The “Turbulence intensity” at the velocity inlet boundary was set to 5 percent, according to standard
intervals of ”Turbulence intensity” for high turbulence cases [62].
To be certain that the flow regime for this case was within the turbulence area, Reynolds number was
calculated by equation 10 after determining the hydraulic radius, HN , by equation 11.
HN =
HI =

28.69 · 14
= 8.01
2 · 18 + 14

999.7 · 6.22 · 8.01
= 45 936 343
1.307 · 10c)

The high Reynolds number suggests that the flow regime can be considered as highly turbulent. The
threshold for when the flow should be considered as turbulent in channels has a span between 1300-7700
for the Reynolds number [63, 64]. The “turbulence length scale” is a quantity that describes how large the
turbulent vortexes are. It needs to be defined in Fluent as a boundary condition for the velocity inlet. The
“turbulence length scale” was set to 5 percent of the water height in the channel at the inlet [65].
Accordingly, for the simulation a water height of 18.08 meter was used to calculate the “turbulence length
scale”. And the turbulence length scale” was calculated as 0.904 meter. At the velocity inlet the second
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phase was given a volume fraction of “one” which means that the fluid at the inlet consists of 100 percent
water and no air.
Downstream area
For the downstream area the velocity inlet was given boundary conditions in form of x- y- and z-velocities,
turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate and volume fraction of water from the pressure outlet
of the spillway. This was done by exporting the profile from the pressure outlet in the spillway after
obtaining results from that simulation and then importing the profile to the boundary conditions of the
velocity inlet for the downstream area.
Walls
The walls in the model were assumed to be constructed of rough concrete and parameters regarding the
walls roughness were specified. A roughness height of 6.5 mm was used as setup for the surface roughness
of the material. It was set according to the mean value of roughness height variation (3-10 mm) for rough
concrete materials [66]. The roughness constant was left at the default value of 0.5 [67].

3.3.3 Solve
When everything had been defined, the simulation could begin. The simulation was started by the
following procedure.
3.3.3.1 Initialize
Initial values for the solution had to be set for all elements inside the domain before the simulation could
begin. The initial values included gauge pressure, velocities in x- y- and z-directions, water volume fraction,
turbulence kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate. The turbulence kinetic energy and turbulence
dissipation rate were both computed from the values regarding turbulence set for the velocity inlet
boundary conditions. When simulating the spillway, the initial velocity in x-direction was computed from
the velocity in x-direction that was earlier given to the velocity inlet boundary condition. The water volume
fraction was set to 1. This means that the total volume will be filled with water at the beginning of the
simulation. The remaining variables such as the velocity in the y- and z-directions were set to zero since
the velocity of the flow in those directions would be very low. For the downstream area, in order to get a
developing jet stream, only the turbulence parameters from the velocity inlet were set as initial values.
3.3.3.2 Iterate
In order to get a flow that develops as time progresses a parameter called “time step” needs to be set in
Fluent. The parameter “time step” together with the parameter “number of time steps” allows a numerical
simulation that advances with time. A “time step” of 0.02 seconds was chosen to be able to get a stable
converging solution. If the “time step” chosen is too large then details of the flow can be lost and cause a
diverging solution. The “number of time steps” was selected in such a way that the water flow had
stabilized to a visibly stationary flow for the spillway and a visibly stationary water jet for the downstream
area, see Figure 11. This corresponded to about 1000 number of time steps for the spillway and about 425
number of time steps for the downstream area. Within each time step all equations included are being
iterated in order to solve them before advancing to the next time step. With more iterations allowed per
“time step”, the solution would more easily converge since all the equations involved are solved more
times within each “time step” and the results would then be more accurate. The maximum iterations per
“time step” was set to 40 iterations for the spillway and to 20 iterations for the downstream area. The
downstream area was dependent of the results from the spillway. For that reason more iterations per
“time step” was allowed for the spillway to be able to obtain as accurate results as possible for that part.
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More iterations also implies longer computation time and because of that a lower number of iterations
per “time step” was chosen for the larger downstream area.

3.3.4 Residuals
A residual is the difference between an observed value and an estimated value of the solved equation. In
order to check for divergence while the numerical equations were solved, the residuals of all the equations
involved were plotted. The equations involved in the simulation are the continuity equation, the x-velocity,
y-velocity, z-velocity, the k equation and the epsilon equation. The residuals indicate the error in every
iteration for the equations and is a tool for determining convergence for the equations, meaning whether
the computed equations have been solved properly or not [68]. A default threshold for convergence in
Fluent is if the residuals are below 1 · 10-3 for every equation being solved. The residuals in the final time
steps were used as a convergence check together with the mass flow rate mentioned below in 3.3.6. The
final time steps were used since the flow had visually stabilized. The residual plot was enabled under the
heading “Plot” in the menu bar.

3.3.5 Autosave
Autosave is a function that automatically saves numerical data at specified time intervals. The numerical
data was stored every 25th time step. This makes the results analyzable every 25th time step and shows
how the flow develops with time. The interval 25 time steps was chosen since it corresponded to a time
interval of 0.5 seconds (0.02 seconds times 25 time steps) which seemed enough to see the flow's
development with time. The “autosave” function was found in the “Write” submenu under the “File” menu
in Fluent.

3.3.6 Fluxes
Another convergence check for the continuity equation apart from the residuals can be performed using
mass balances. The mass flow rates of the water phase at the inlets and outlets were compared to see if
the difference was sufficiently low. This was done with the command “Fluxes” in the “Report” menu, see
Figure 10. A threshold of 1 percent for the relative difference in mass flow rate is said to correspond to
convergence for the solution [69]. The relative difference was computed by dividing the absolute
difference of the mass flow rates between the inlet and the outlet with the mass flow rate for the velocity
inlet.

3.4 Post-processing
The numerical results in the form of water volume fraction inside the model could be viewed graphically
in Fluent but clearer results could be obtained by using the software Tecplot 360 version 14.1.0.51525.
The results could be presented with various water volume fractions from 0 up to 100 percent, i.e. the
water’s flow development with various percentages of air included. The result from the numerical
calculation can be compared with the experimental data using a water volume fraction of 0-5 percent [70].
Using a water volume fraction of 0-5 percent makes the whole stream of water represented in the
numerical results.
A depiction of how the results, in the form of volume fraction of water for the two parts spillway and
downstream area, were displayed in Tecplot is presented in Figure 11. The figure is drawn using the post
processing software Tecplot 360. The numerical data acquired by the function “autosave” was imported
to Tecplot together with the Fluent model file. Using the function “Contour” and choosing the water phase
together with the function “iso-surfaces” the flow of the water could be shown. In Figure 11 a water
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volume fraction of 5 percent is used. Using Tecplot the thickness of the stream in the x- and z-direction
when it hits the plunge pool could be measured. When numerical results had been obtained they were
compared to experimental results in order to determine the accuracy of the numerical results.

Figure 11. Depiction of how the numerical result in form of water volume fraction for the spillway (left) and the downstream
area (right), were displayed in Tecplot. The scale to the right represents contour colors for different volume fractions of water
in a range from 0-100 percent.

3.5 Sensitivity analysis
The simulation parameters “Mesh sizing” and “Double precision” were studied in order to analyze the
effect on the relative difference in mass flow rate and the spreading ranges of the water in the numerical
result. The mesh size was chosen since it is known to have a great impact on simulations in general, for
example if the mesh is too coarse the results will not be realistic. “Double precision” was chosen since it
can give more accurate results. The parameters were studied independently and the result from the
parameter variation was compared to the original result. This was done to see if some parameters were
especially important and had a great impact on the result and thereby needed extra attention. By varying
the “Mesh sizing” and using “Double precision”, an understanding on the accuracy of the results and the
uncertainties, could be obtained.

3.5.1 Mesh sizes
The mesh constructed for the spillway and the downstream area in section 3.2.2 will be called Medium
mesh size. To determine the suitability of the Medium mesh size, results from simulations using different
mesh sizes were compared to the results from the Medium mesh size. The results from the mesh sizes
were compared by measuring the relative difference in mass flow rate of water between the inlet and
outlet. It was believed that a finer mesh size should give a more accurate result. The relative difference in
mass flow rate was measured using the function “Fluxes” in the Fluent software. Measuring the mass
balance between inlet and outlet was considered to be the most optimal way to compare the different
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mesh sizes since the mass balance can provide information about the accuracy in the result and has to be
close to equilibrium for good results. The water jet spreading ranges for the different meshes were also
measured and compared for the downstream area to see how the results differed between the mesh sizes.
Five different mesh sizes were compared in total, two with a coarser mesh and two with a finer mesh apart
from the Medium case. The different mesh sizes were acquired by setting a different “interval size
spacing”. This was done for both parts; the spillway and the downstream area. As mentioned in section
3.2.2, the Medium mesh size for the spillway was set with an “interval size spacing” of 1 meter [71]. The
“interval size spacing” for the Medium mesh size for the downstream area was set to 2 meters while taking
into account both accuracy in the simulation and computational time. Since the Downstream area is much
larger than the Spillway more computational time is required when simulating this part, therefore the
larger “interval size spacing”. The mesh sizes with more and fewer elements than Medium were chosen
with regards to computational time. The finer mesh size had a numerical simulation solving time of
approximately 24 hours which was considered the limit of computational time while deciding mesh sizes.
The mesh sizes were also chosen in such way that the differences in number of elements between them
were approximately the same. To be able to distinguish the different sizes they were named in a range
from Coarser to Finer, see Table 1. The boundary conditions of the velocity inlet for the downstream area
were always originated from the Medium mesh results of the spillway’s pressure outlet.
Table 1. Different mesh sizes and corresponding number of elements for the spillway and the downstream area.

Mesh size
Coarser
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Finer

Number of elements
Spillway
Downstream
area
10 692
330 068
17 472
474 903
22 540
724 730
28 500
994 945
34 112
1 215 760

3.5.2 Double precision
Simulations using the “double precision” mode for the spillway and for the downstream area were also
tested and compared with the Medium mesh size results for the two parts. Also for this case the results
were compared by measuring the relative difference in mass flow rate for the water phase entering the
inlet and exiting the outlet both for the spillway and the downstream area. The water jet spreading ranges
were also measured and compared for the downstream area. The velocity inlet for the downstream area
with “double precision” originated from the pressure outlet of the spillway with Medium mesh settings
without “double precision” mode.

4. Results
In this section the numerical results for both parts; the spillway and the downstream area, will first be
presented and compared with the experimental results followed by results from the sensitivity analysis.
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4.1 Numerical results
The left spillway is the reflection of the right spillway and both has the same dimensions. Hence, the
simulations would have yielded the same results and therefore simulations was conducted only on the
right spillway.
The experimental results of the water jet spreading ranges which the numerical results are compared to
can be found in Appendix V. An average of the water jet spreading range for the right and left spillway in
the experimental results was calculated when comparing it with numerical results.

4.1.1 Spillway
The result from the convergence check in the form of residuals for the solved equations during the
simulation of the spillway is presented in Figure 12 below. “Time steps” are needed to progress the time
in the simulations and get a developing flow. Within each “time step” there exists several iterations. The
last two “time steps” are seen as the two spikes in the figure, the last one hundred iterations are plotted.

Figure 12. Residuals for the simulation of the spillway with the Medium mesh size. The y-axis shows the magnitude of the
residuals and the x-axis shows number of iterations. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

The residuals for the solved equations continuity, x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity, k and epsilon are drawn
using different colors in order to easily tell them apart (Figure 12). All of the residuals are lower than 1 ·
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10-3 except for the continuity equation seen as the white plotted line at the top in Figure 12. The mentioned
threshold is Fluent’s default convergence criterion meaning that all the equations except the continuity
equation are solved properly. Since the residuals for the continuity equation was not below 1 · 10-3 another
convergence check of the continuity was carried out; calculations of the mass flow rate.
The mass flow rate of water at the inlet and outlet are presented and compared in Table 2 below. The
names Velocity inlet and Pressure outlet indicate the boundary zones as defined in section 3.2.3, see Figure
9.
Table 2. Mass flow rate of water at the inlet and outlet for the spillway Medium mesh size at the final “time step”.

Mass flow rate [kg/s]
Velocity inlet
Pressure outlet
Absolute difference
Relative difference

1 573 931
1 577 403
3 472
0.22 %

The relative difference in mass flow rate is lower than 1 percent and thereby indicates that the numerical
results are still is acceptable as mentioned in section 3.3.6.

4.1.2 Downstream area
The result from the convergence check in the form of residuals for the solved equations during the
simulation of the downstream area is presented in Figure 13 below. For this case the last five “time steps”
are shown as spikes in the figure, the last one hundred iterations are plotted.
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Figure 13. Residuals for the simulation of the downstream area with the Medium mesh size. The y-axis shows the magnitude
of the residuals and the x-axis shows number of iterations. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

The residuals for the equations continuity, x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity, k and epsilon are each plotted
with a different color. All of the residuals are lower than 1 · 10-3 which was Fluent’s default convergence
criterion, except for the continuity equation as seen by the white line at the top in Figure 13. Since the
residuals for the continuity equation was above 1 · 10-3 the convergence check of the mass flow rate was
carried out.
The mass flow rate of water at the inlet and outlet are presented and compared in Table 3 below. The
names Velocity inlet and Pressure outlet indicate the boundary zones defined earlier, see Figure 9.
Table 3. Mass fluxes flow rate of water at the inlet and outlet for the downstream area Medium mesh size at the final “time
step”.

Mass flow rate [kg/s]
Velocity inlet
Pressure outlet
Absolute difference
Relative difference

1 585 813
1 583 626
2 187
0.14 %
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The relative difference in mass flow rate is lower than 1 percent which indicates that the solution still is
acceptable as mentioned in section 3.3.6. When the solution is acceptable the water jet spreading ranges
can be measured.
4.1.2.1 Spreading ranges
The water jet spreading range in the x-direction when the stream hits the plunge pool is measured from
Figure 14 by measuring the width of the stream (marked with two black lines) as the stream reaches the
x-axis which represents the plunge pool. The figure is drawn using the function “Extract surface” in the
software Tecplot 360 together with imported data files acquired from Fluent. To achieve more accurate
results of the spreading range in the x-direction, the measurement is done in the middle of the water jet
stream. The jet stream can be zoomed in using Tecplot in order to achieve accuracy when measuring. The
figure depicts the cross-section of the flow out of the spillway viewed from the side. The y-axis represents
the wall of the dam with the outlet of the spillway just below 0 meter at the y-axis. The water is presented
as different volume fractions ranging from more than 95 percent water (remaining 5 percent is air) with a
clear red color and less than 5 percent water (95 percent air) with a deep blue color. The water jet
spreading range is measured for a water volume fraction up to 5 percent (5 percent water and 95 percent
air). The water volume fraction was chosen so that all of the water would be included in the spreading
ranges. The spreading range in the z-direction is measured in the same way with a similar figure.
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Figure 14. Jet stream for the downstream area. The y-axis shows the difference in altitude measured from the center of the
ellipse and the x-axis shows the horizontal distance from the center of the ellipse. The black lines marked on the x-axis indicate
the measured water jet spreading range of the jet as it hits the plunge pool.

The measured spreading range of the water jet when it hits the plunge pool in the simulation is presented
in Table 4 below together with the experimental data of the spreading range obtained in a previous study
that used a scale model of the dam. The presented ranges for the numerical results are rounded off to
meters since the mesh elements are not finer than a meter.
Table 4. Water jet spreading range in both x- and z-direction for the numerical calculation and the experimental study with the
calculated relative error.

Water jet spreading range [m]
x-direction z-direction
Numerical results
7
12
Experimental results
8.5
30
Relative error
17.6 %
60 %
It can be considered good agreement between numerical results and experimental data when using
computational fluid dynamics if the relative error is below 20 percent [72, 73]. Moreover, the k-ε
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turbulence model consists of several approximations and assumptions that are not fulfilled for all kinds of
fluid simulations [74]. The difference in water jet spreading in the x-direction (17.6 percent) between the
numerical and experimental result is acceptable. However, the water jet spreading in the z-direction is
unacceptable and it is more than the double for the experimental result compared to the numerical result.

4.2 Sensitivity analysis
In this section the results from the sensitivity analysis for the different mesh sizes and the setting “double
precision” are presented for both the spillway and the downstream area. The results are presented as
differences in mass flow rate of water at the inlet and outlet and water jet spreading ranges for the
downstream area.
The residuals for the solved equations for all the cases during the sensitivity analysis simulations can be
found in Appendix VI.

4.2.1 Mesh sizes
The difference in mass flow rate for water between the inlet and the outlet, obtained from different mesh
sizes for the spillway and for the downstream area is presented in Table 5 and Table 6, respectively.
Table 5. Mass flow rate of water at the inlet and outlet for the spillway for different mesh sizes.

Mass flow rate [kg/s]
Velocity inlet
Pressure outlet
Absolute difference
Relative difference

Coarser
1 573 932
1 581 463
7 531
0.48 %

Coarse
1 573 936
1 580 187
6 250
0.39 %

Fine
1 573 932
1 578 902
4 970
0.32 %

Finer
1 573 936
1 578 479
4 543
0.29 %

The residual plot for the Coarser mesh size for the spillway indicates that the simulation has converged,
see Appendix VI. The residual plots for the Coarse, Fine and Finer mesh sizes indicate that the solution has
not converged properly for the continuity equation which indicate that the mass flow rates were not
calculated accurately, see Appendix VI. However when looking at the relative difference of the mass flow
rate for the Coarse, Fine and Finer mesh sizes it can be seen that the solution still is acceptable for all of
them, as mentioned in section 3.3.6 ( Table 5).
The relative difference is as expected for the Coarser, Coarse, Fine and Finer mesh sizes with a decreasing
error when the mesh has more elements, see Table 5. It does not fit the pattern with the original Medium
mesh size which is 0.22 percent (Table 2) and lower than the Finer mesh size.
Table 6. Mass flow rate of water at the inlet and outlet for the downstream area for different mesh sizes.

Mass flow rate [kg/s]
Velocity inlet
Pressure outlet
Absolute difference
Relative difference

Coarser
1 585 813
1 766 062
180 249
11.4 %

Coarse
1 585 813
1 585 774
39
0.002 %
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Fine
1 585 813
1 587 457
1644
0.1 %

Finer
1 585 813
1 585 442
371
0.02 %

Similarly, the residual plots for the Coarser and Coarse mesh size for the downstream area indicate that
the simulation has converged (Appendix VI). The relative difference in mass flow rate between the inlet
and the outlet for the Coarser mesh, see Table 6, is above 1 percent which indicates that the calculations
are not acceptable and cannot be used. For the Fine and Finer mesh size the residual plots, see Appendix
VI, indicate that convergence is not achieved for the continuity equation. However, the relative difference
in mass flow rate indicates a sufficiently acceptable solution for both meshes (Table 6). The relative
difference is as expected for the Coarser, Fine and Finer mesh sizes with a decreasing error when the mesh
has more elements. The Medium mesh size also fits this pattern with a relative error of 0.14 percent, see
Table 3. But the Coarse mesh does not fit the pattern.
In Table 7 the water jet spreading ranges for different mesh sizes on the downstream area are presented.
The ranges for the numerical results are again rounded off to meters since the mesh elements are not
finer than a meter.
Table 7. Spreading range of the water jet that hits the plunge pool for different mesh sizes.

Water jet spreading range [m]
Coarser
Direction
Numerical results
Experimental results
Relative error

x
10
8.5
17.6 %

Coarse
z

x

12
30
60 %

Fine
z

8
8.5
5.9 %

12
30
60 %

x
7
8.5
17.6 %

Finer
z
12
30
60 %

x
5
8.5
41.2 %

z
12
30
60 %

From the table it can be seen that the water jet spreading range in x-direction decreases with a finer mesh
size while the spreading range in z-direction stays constant for all the mesh sizes. The result from the
Medium mesh size also fits this pattern, compare with Table 4.

4.2.2 Double precision
The results obtained from using the setting “double precision” for both the spillway and the downstream
area are presented below. The differences in mass flow rate for water between the inlet and the outlet
for both parts can be seen in Table 8.
Table 8. Mass flow rate of water at the inlet and outlet for the spillway and the downstream area using “double precision”
mode.

Mass flow rate [kg/s]
Velocity inlet
Pressure outlet
Absolute difference
Relative difference

Spillway
1 573 934
1 576 666
2 732
0.17 %

Downstream area
1 585 813
1 586 893
1 080
0.07 %

When using “double precision” mode, the solutions have converged for the spillway but not for the
downstream area when examining the residuals plots, see Appendix VI. This might indicate that the
calculations are not correct. However, the solution is still acceptable for both of the parts since the relative
difference in mass flow rate is lower than 1 percent, see Table 8. The results with “double precision” are
slightly better when compared to the Medium mesh size, see Table 2 and 3.
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The spreading ranges for the downstream area are presented in Table 9 together with the experimental
data. The ranges for the numerical results are as before rounded off to meters since the mesh elements
are not finer than a meter.
Table 9. Spreading ranges of the water jet that hits the plunge pool using “double precision” mode.

Water jet spreading range [m]
x-direction
Numerical results
7
Experimental results
8.5
Relative error
17.6 %

z-direction
12
30
60 %

The relative error in spreading range in x-direction is below 20 percent and thereby acceptable. The error
in z-direction is not within the acceptable range. The results are exactly the same when compared to the
Medium mesh size, see Table 4.

5. Discussion
When determining convergence in the solution of the spillway the residuals of the calculated equations
should be below Fluents convergence criterion of 1 · 10-3 when the solution has converged. This is true for
the x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity, k and epsilon-equations (Figure 12). The continuity equation however
is above Fluents convergence criterion of 1 · 10-3. This might indicate that the solution has not converged
properly. Nevertheless, the relative difference in mass flow rate lower than 1 percent indicates that the
solution still is acceptable, see Table 2.
The same reasoning is valid when checking for convergence for the solved equations for the downstream
area. All equations are converging since the residuals are below the convergence criterion except for the
continuity equation, see Figure 13. Although the continuity seems not to be converging when looking at
the residuals graph the calculated relative difference in mass flow rate below 1 percent indicates that the
solution still is acceptable, see Table 3.
A difference in mass flow rate can be observed between the outlet of the spillway and the inlet of the
downstream area. Since the data is imported from the outlet surface of the spillway to the inlet surface of
the downstream area, see Figure 9, the mass flow rates for the outlet of the spillway and the inlet of the
downstream area should coincide. The difference occurs since the two surfaces do not have the same
amount of elements. The amount of elements were expected to be the same for two surfaces since they
have been meshed with the same “interval size spacing”. However, the two surfaces have a different
amount of elements which causes the difference when the mass flow rate is calculated. The reason for
this is probably how the meshing software Gambit handles the “interval size spacing”. For the spillway the
“interval size spacing” of 1 meter is applied to the whole volume, while the “interval size spacing” is set to
1 for just the inlet surface of the downstream area.
The outlet almost always has a larger mass flow rate of water compared to the inlet in all of the performed
simulations. This difference might be caused by the different area sizes at the inlet and the outlet and
therefore a numerical error might occur when the Fluent software calculates the mass flow rates. It might
be reduced by changing the mesh type.
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When comparing the water jet spreading ranges obtained in the numerical calculation to the experimental
spreading ranges we can see that the range in x-direction gives an acceptable result, see Table 4. The
relative error in x-direction amounted to 17.6 percent while the relative error in z-direction amounted to
60 percent. With a threshold of 20 percent in relative error the result in x-direction can be considered
acceptable while the result in z-direction is far from acceptable.
Looking at the relative difference in mass flow rate of water for different mesh sizes for the spillway it can
be seen that a finer mesh gives a lower relative difference in mass flow rate, as expected, see Table 5. With
a finer mesh a more exact solution of the continuity equation can be obtained. However, the Medium
mesh size does not fit this pattern; the Medium mesh size has the lowest relative difference in mass flow
rate compared to the rest of the mesh sizes. A possible reason that the Medium mesh size has the lowest
relative difference can be due to the turbulent fluctuations in the water flow at the last “time step”. There
could have been a random temporary increase in the amount of water at the outlet due to turbulent
fluctuations, which makes the amount of water at the outlet almost match the amount of water at the
inlet. If a “time step” earlier than the final time step would have been analyzed the Medium mesh size
might have followed the pattern shown for the other mesh sizes.
The relative difference measured when comparing the different mesh sizes for the downstream area
should decrease as the mesh size becomes finer, in the same way as for the spillway. This being the case
for three of the mesh sizes. The Coarse mesh is does not follow the pattern of the three different mesh
sizes having the smallest relative error of them all. As earlier explained this might be due to turbulent
fluctuations resulting in an increased amount of water at the outlet that almost matches the amount of
water at the inlet at the last “time step”.
A clear pattern can be seen when comparing the water jet spreading ranges for different mesh sizes (Table
7). With a finer mesh size a thinner spreading range in x-direction is obtained. A finer mesh should give a
more accurate result, in other words a result that is closer to the experimental ones. Therefore a spreading
range around 8.5 meters in the x-direction should be obtained which is the same as in the experimental
results. When comparing the spreading range to the experimental result, the relative error increases for a
finer mesh which is an unexpected result. The main reason for this is believed to be the chosen turbulence
model that might not have been optimal when simulating jet flows since the k-ε realizable turbulence
model provides more accurate results when simulating jet flows [28]. Another reason why the relative
error increases is the amount of elements for a finer and a coarser mesh. With a coarser mesh the elements
become larger, when the water flow is calculated its area also becomes larger since it can only be
represented with these larger elements. For a finer mesh there exist more elements and the calculated jet
stream can be represented with these elements resulting in a thinner stream compared with a coarser
mesh. This also results in a higher relative error for the Finer mesh compared to the Medium mesh size. In
summary the higher relative error for the Finer mesh size could be due to the chosen turbulence model
and the mesh elements as mentioned above. All the mesh sizes except for the Finer have a relative error
below 20 percent in x-direction, which is acceptable. The relative error might be caused by the
approximated uniform water velocity at the inlet of the spillway. With this approximation a realistic
velocity profile might not be fully developed when the water exits the spillway. With a more developed
velocity profile the velocity of the water at its surface would probably become higher compared to near
the bottom and the walls of the spillway. Since the velocity profile becomes more realistic a more realistic
flow may occur and therefore longer spreading ranges would probably occur. Looking at the z-direction,
all mesh sizes give the same result, a spreading range of 12 meters. This indicates that the mesh size is
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insignificant for the spreading range in z-direction. A possible explanation for this might be that the
velocities of water in the z-direction are much smaller compared to the velocities of water in the xdirection. Thereby smaller variations in the spreading ranges may occur in the z-direction. Compared to
the experimental result of 30 meter this gives a relative error of 60 percent. This is far from the accepted
value of 20 percent.
Another reason for the deviation of simulated spreading ranges with respect to experimental data could
be the assumption that at the inlet of the spillway the velocity of water is only in x-direction. For a natural
flow fluctuations will also occur in the y- and z-directions which would affect the flow out of the spillway
and could cause wider spreading ranges in both directions.
The “double precision” mode increases the amount of available significant digits in the numerical
simulations. The “double precision” mode gave a more accurate result when comparing the relative
difference in mass flow rate for the spillway and the downstream area (Table 2-3 and Table 8). When
comparing the relative difference in mass flow rate of the spillway without double precision (Table 2) and
with double precision (Table 8) the relative difference in mass flow rate decreased with 0.05 percentage
points. The same comparison using the downstream area (Table 3 and Table 8) yielded a decrease of 50
percent in the relative difference in mass flow rate. This indicates that the amount of significant figures,
or decimal points, available during the numerical calculations affects the result. Therefore the “double
precision” mode may give more accurate results when calculating differences in mass flow rate. When
comparing the water jet spreading ranges for the single and “double precision” mode, see Table 9, there
is no difference in the results. Since there is no difference in the results it cannot be concluded that the
“double precision” mode gives more accurate results when measuring water jet spreading ranges.
Previous studies results were found to be in line with the experimental data [22, 25-28]. This is different
to the situation in this study. Reasons for this could be a more advanced meshing software called ADINAF used in a similar study [25]. That meshing software optimizes the mesh to the flow while the numerical
calculations are performed [25]. The calculated flow can in one of the studies be considered a more simple
flow as it does not include a jet stream into air, only flow through a spillway [26]. The jet flow behavior in
two studies were simulated with the k-ε realizable turbulence model and not the k-ε turbulence model
[27, 28].

5.1 Sources of Errors
The method of how the water jet spreading ranges were determined in the experimental study was not
reported. It might have been difficult to measure the spreading ranges accurately in the experimental
study since the ranges were measured using a ruler. In an experimental study it is difficult to distinguish
different volume fractions of water. Numerical results can easily determine the fraction of water as the
simulated model consists of generated mesh elements and the fraction of water can be calculated within
these elements with the computational fluid dynamics software. An experimental study does not have any
elements. Without mesh elements it is not possible to measure the water volume fraction as it needs a
chosen boundary volume divided into smaller boundary volumes to be calculated unto these smaller
boundary volumes, also called mesh elements in computational fluid dynamics. Therefore it is not known
for what volume fraction of water the spreading ranges were measured in the experimental study.
The chosen k-ε turbulence model could be another reason for the variation of the numerical results with
respect to the experimental data. The Reynolds stress model produces results that are closer to reality
compared to the k-ε turbulence model when measuring energy dissipation [22]. This might be because the
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RSM uses more equations to solve the turbulent flow compared to the standard k-ε turbulence model and
therefore can be more accurate. Similarly, the k-ε realizable turbulent model can give more accurate
results when modelling water jets. The normal Reynolds stresses in the standard k-ε turbulence model
might become negative when simulating jet flows. This is unrealistic and might give unrealistic results
which could have happened in our simulations. The k-ε realizable turbulent model address this problem
by using an additional equation and modifications to the standard k-ε turbulence model as mentioned in
section 2.2.3.3. This might be a reason for why simulating jet flow with this model may work better. The
standard k-ε turbulence model over predicts velocities in the direction tangent to the flow direction which
might also be a reason why the jet spreading ranges are not correct [28]. The use of either of these
turbulence models may give more accurate results when the jet flow spreading ranges are measured. Also
the k-ε realizable turbulent model is optimal when simulating jet flows which may have caused unrealistic
flows when the flow is through a spillway. Unfortunately there was not enough time to test the
performance of the k-ε realizable turbulent model.
When constructing the model the blueprint of the spillway was not clear. Even though the model was
created according to the measurements in the blueprint, it was not possible to make it look exactly as in
the blueprint. The slope of the spillway was not smooth as it was expected to be for the real spillway. An
unexpected edge occurred after the curvature located at the inlet of the spillway, which can be
distinguished in Figure 8. It is hard to say how big of an impact this has on the final results. It is believed to
be a minor error.
The spillway’s material is not known and not specified in the blueprint, making it difficult to set parameters
for the wall, such as the roughness height. This could have had an effect on the flow through the spillway
and consequently on the free jet.
A minor source of error could be the air density which changes with changing altitude. With the current
settings the density is set to the density of air at sea level corresponding to the mean temperature in
Baihetan. Baihetan hydropower station is located at an altitude of 825 meters for the dam and 601.49
meters for the plunge pool. A more accurate setting would be to use the density of air at the mean altitude
using the mean year temperature in Baihetan.

6. Conclusion
A simulation model of Baihetan hydropower station’s surface spillways has been constructed and
numerical simulations of the water flow through the spillways have been performed on the model to
obtain the water jet spreading ranges when the stream hits the plunge pool. Comparing these results to
data obtained from an earlier performed experimental study where a scale model of the spillways was
used, it is possible to determine if the simulation model can be used as a substitute to the scale model.
The spreading ranges in both x-direction and z-direction are important measurements and need to be
acceptable compared to experimental results. If the spreading ranges are not acceptable then the pressure
caused by the water hitting the plunge pool is not correct and then the numerical simulations cannot be
used to design future hydropower stations discharge surface spillways.
Using settings such as the k-ɛ model as turbulence model and the Volume of Fluid scheme as multiphase
model it can be determined that the constructed model cannot be used as a substitute to a scale model
since the results in the form of spreading ranges are not accurate enough when comparing the two results.
Thereby it cannot be said that numerical simulations using the settings chosen in this study can be used as
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a tool to design future hydropower stations’ discharge surface spillways. Similar research, mentioned in
section 1.7, has shown that numerical simulations can be used to simulate water flow through a spillway
and thereby design the spillway. However, those studies were different from the research conducted
within this project. For example, the research conducted in this project has both channel and a water jet
while the similar research has only flow through a channel [26]. This makes the research a relatively more
simple case since the simulations does not include as many components that interact with each other.
The numerical results are acceptable when checking for convergence in the solution by looking at the
residuals and the calculated relative difference in mass balance. This means that all equations have been
solved properly. Comparing the results from the numerical simulation in the form of spreading ranges to
the experimental results a clear difference can be observed. The result in the direction perpendicular to
the flow direction is too far from acceptable with a relative error of 60 percent compared to the threshold
of 20 percent, for all of the five tested mesh sizes. The result in the flow direction is acceptable when
looking at the Medium mesh size with a relative error of 17.6 percent, again compared to the threshold of
20 percent. However, since the result for a finer mesh should give a more accurate result but in this case
seem to diverge from the experimental results, the computationally made model cannot be considered
correct. The reasons for the differing results are mainly believed to be due to the k-ε turbulence model
which might not be optimal when simulating jet flow behavior. This has been shown in a research article
which models two-phase flow in three dimensions [28]. In that case the k-ε realizable turbulence model
performs better than the standard k-ε turbulence model when simulating jet flows. The Reynolds stress
model is another turbulence model that might perform better than the standard k-ε turbulence model.
The reason for this is that the RSM is more accurate when measuring energy dissipation [22]. The
approximated uniform velocity profile at the inlet of the spillway is also believed to be a reason for the
differing results. With more information about the situation at the inlet, such as the water depth in the
dam, open channel flow could be used in the software which might give a more realistic flow and thereby
give results more accurate to the experimental results. It can be concluded that more work and data about
the dam is needed in order to get more accurate results.

6.1 Future Work
A more realistic model can be obtained if a part of the dam upstream is included in the simulation together
with the setting “open channel flow”. “Open channel flow” can be used if the water level is known in the
dam. With “open channel flow” a more realistic velocity profile at the inlet of the spillway can be obtained
since the water would have a more natural flow and not a forced uniform velocity. A more natural flow
can yield a more accurate water jet and thereby more accurate spreading ranges. However the setting
“open channel flow” demands that data of water depth in the dam is available. If data of the water depth
is not available then the setting “open channel flow” cannot be used. These modifications can create a
more natural flow with a more realistic velocity profile which may give better results. If a more realistic
simulation model is obtained, both the right and the left discharge surface spillway can be modeled at the
same time to measure the pressure distribution in the plunge pool. This can then be compared to
experimental results of the pressure distribution to see how well the two models coincide. When this is
done, modifications to the spillway design can be performed to aim for an optimal pressure distribution
in the plunge pool to avoid erosion and damages to the pool bottom for future constructions.
In a future study comparison of different turbulence models Reynolds Stress Model, k-ε and k-ε realizable
could be done to determine which one provides accurate results for Baihetan hydropower stations
discharge surface spillways.
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Appendix I – Blueprint of Baihetan discharge surface spillways

Figure I. Birds view blueprint of the six discharge surface spillways of Baihetan hydropower station.

i

Figure II. Cross sectional blueprint of the right discharge surface spillway.

ii

Figure III. Cross sectional blueprint of the left discharge surface spillway.

Below is described the ellipse equation for the curved part of the spillway.

坝身表孔为开敞式溢洪道，自由堰流，共 6 孔，对称于溢流中心线布置，堰顶高程 810.00m，孔
口宽度 14.0m，高度 15.0m，溢流堰面采用 WES 溢流曲线，堰顶上游面为椭圆曲线，其方程式
− y)
为： 5.x37 + (3.08
= 1。
3.08
2

2

2

2
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Appendix II – Dimensions of the Downstream area

Figure IIV. Dimensions of the downstream area.
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Appendix III – Operational data
Table I. Operational data of Baihetan hydropower station’s discharge surface spillways and deep outlets with altitudes for
water level in the dam and in the plunge pool. The volume flow rate out of the discharge surface spillways can also be seen.
The values marked with yellow are the ones used in this project where no deep outlets are operational.

工况 特征水位

表 2.3 试验工况及坝身孔口开启方式组合表
频率 库水位 下游水位 坝身孔口下泄流量 坝身孔口开启方式
（m） （m）
（m /s）
表孔 深孔 合计
0.01% 832.34
627.41
17994
12108 30102
6 表孔+7 深孔
0.1%
827.84
623.45
12545
11833 24378
6 表孔+7 深孔
1%
825.00
619.82
9446
11657 21103
6 表孔+7 深孔
825.00
/
601.49
9446
0
9446
6 表孔全开
/
604.16
0
11657 11657
7 深孔全开
/
614.51
9446
11657 21103
6 表孔+7 深孔
/
591.64
3149
0
3149 2 表孔（①、⑥）
/
591.64
4723
0
4723
1-3-5 表孔
3

1
2
3

校核洪水
设计洪水
消能设计

4
5
6
7
8

正常
蓄水位

测点布置详图如图 2.10 所示，试验工况及坝身开口方式如表 2.3 所示。通过测压排读取各个
测点的压强数值。通过数字图像处理技术导入程序中绘制压力分布图。
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Appendix IV – Simulation procedure

Figure V. Flow chart of the simulation procedure.
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Appendix V – Experimental results
Table II. Result in form of water jet spreading ranges for the right and left spillway in x- and z-direction from the experimental
study. Mean values of the water jet spreading ranges were calculated from the data marked in yellow.

表 3.5 正常蓄水位（825.00m）表孔泄洪水舌参数
泄洪工况 下游水位 入水宽度 横向位置 纵向分散长度长度 纵向位置 入水角度
(zy(m)
(x-direction) (m)
x(m)
（m）
(°)
direction)
(m)

1

1#

601.49

29

2

6#

601.49

31

～-25
1～32

-54

vii

9

0+117~0+126

70.2

8

0+109~0+117

72.4

Appendix VI – Sensitivity analysis residuals

Figure VI. Residuals using the Coarser mesh size for the spillway. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

viii

Figure VII. Residuals using the Coarse mesh size for the spillway. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

ix

Figure VIII. Residuals using the Fine mesh size for the spillway. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

x

Figure IX. Residuals using the Finer mesh size for the spillway. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

xi

Figure X. Residuals using the Coarser mesh size for the downstream area. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

xii

Figure XI. Residuals using the Coarse mesh size for the downstream area. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

xiii

Figure XII. Residuals using the Fine mesh size for the downstream area. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

xiv

Figure XIII. Residuals using the Finer mesh size for the downstream area. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

xv

Figure XIV. Residuals using the double precision mode for the spillway. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.

xvi

Figure XV. Residuals using the double precision mode for the downstream area. The graph shows the last 100 iterations.
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